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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

Rebecca Curtin,
Opposer,
v.
United Trademark Holdings, Inc.,
Applicant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Opposition No.:
91241083
Application Serial No.: 87690863
Filed: November 20, 2017
Published: April 10, 2018
Mark: RAPUNZEL

OPPOSER’S MOTION TO FILE A
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF OPPOSITION
I.

MOTION TO AMEND
Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a)(1)(B) and 37 C.F.R. §2.107, Opposer

hereby moves the Board for leave to file a Second Amended Notice of Opposition (the “Second
Amended Notice”) to re-plead her claims that the mark RAPUNZEL is generic for dolls and
action figures. Opposer also seeks leave to re-plead her fraud claim and that Applicant
committed Fraud on the Trademark Office in filing the Application for registration in the first
instance.
The Board in its Order of December 28, 2018, stated that since “Opposer has sufficiently
alleged standing to pursue her claims that RAPUNZEL is merely descriptive of the identified
goods, Opposer has the right to assert any other grounds in the opposition. Corporacion
Habanos SA v. Rodriquez, 99 USPQ2d 1873, 1877 (TTAB 2011).” Paper No. 12, page 9. The
Board in its order allowed Opposer until January 21, 2019, to submit a second amended notice
of opposition sufficiently pleading the fraud and genericness claims. Because January 21,
2019, was a federal holiday, Opposer filed the Amended Notice of Opposition, the next

1

business day, January 22, 2019.

The Second Amended Notice of Opposition, filed

concurrently herewith, does not assert any new grounds that were not present in the original
Notice of Opposition.

Respectfully submitted,
Rebecca Curtin, the Opposer
By: /Loletta Darden/ on January 22, 2019
Loletta Darden TMCP-SUF
Attorney for Opposer
Professor and Director Suffolk University Intellectual Property and
Entrepreneurship Clinic
120 Tremont St, Boston, MA 02108
ldarden@suffolk.edu
Benjamin Virgin, LT-5,884
Christopher LeBlanc, LT-5,882
SJC Rule 3:03 Student Attorney
Suffolk University Intellectual Property & Entrepreneurship Clinic
120 Tremont St, Boston, MA 02108
cl.rgordon4@suffolk.edu
John C. Stringham, Reg. No. 40,831
Matthew A. Barlow
WORKMAN | NYDEGGER
60 East South Temple, Suite 1000
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone: (801) 533-9800
Fax: (801) 328-1707
jstringham@wnlaw.com
mbarlow@wnlaw.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Loletta Darden, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to File a
Second Amended Notice of Opposition was served on counsel for Applicant at the following address:
Erik M. Pelton
Erik M. Pelton & Associates, PLLC
PO Box 100637
Arlington, Virginia 22210
Executed on January 22, 2019 at Boston, Massachusetts

//Loletta Darden/
Loletta Darden TMCP-SUF
Attorney for Opposer
Professor and Director
Suffolk University Intellectual Property and
Entrepreneurship Clinic
120 Tremont St
Boston, MA 02108
ldarden@suffolk.edu
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EXHIBIT 1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

Rebecca Curtin,
Opposer,
v.
United Trademark Holdings, Inc.,
Applicant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Opposition No.:
91241083
Application Serial No.: 87690863
Filed: November 20, 2017
Published: April 10, 2018
Mark: RAPUNZEL

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF OPPOSITION
To the Honorable Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks:
Opposer, Rebecca Curtin, believes that she will be damaged by registration of the mark shown in
Serial No. 87690863, published for opposition on April 10, 2018, and hereby opposes the same.
As grounds for opposition, Opposer alleges as follows in her Second Amended Notice of
Opposition:
1. Upon information and belief, on November 20, 2017, Applicant, United Trademark
Holdings, Inc., filed Application Serial No. 87690863 for registration of the mark RAPUNZEL in
International Class 028 for “Dolls; toy figures”.
2. Upon information and belief, the name “RAPUNZEL” is one synonymous with the name
of a well-known childhood fairytale character. The tale of Rapunzel is integrally part of human
culture and experience as evidenced by adaptations existing from Proto-Indo- European roots in
the Neolithic era, potentially 6,000 years old.
3. Upon information and belief, the Grimm Brothers are credited with the modern
adaptation of the Rapunzel fairy tale as published in The Grimm Brothers’ Children’s and
Household Tales, originally published in 1812.
4. The Grimm Brothers’ adaptation stemmed from a number of influences, including:
Rapunzel by Friedrich Schutz, published in 1790; Persinette by Charlotte-Rose de Caumont de La
1 Force, published in 1698; and Petrosinella in the Pentamerone or Lo Cunto de li Cunti, “Story

of Stories” by Giambatista Basile, published in 1634.
5. The plot, character, and overtones offered by the Rapunzel tale stretch across cultural
boundaries outside of Western Europe, taking influence from the Baltic solar goddess, Saulé, held
captive in a tower by a king. The Persian epic poem Shanahmeh, written between 977 and 1010
C.E. by Ferdowsi also includes a character named Rudāba, who allows her lover to climb her hair
up a tower. Additionally, some influence is attributed to the tale of Saint Barbara in the Christian
rite.
6. Upon information and belief, Applicant seeks to register as a mark a name that has a preestablished value and meaning to consumers. Upon information and belief, consumers will
recognize “Rapunzel” as the name of a fairy tale character known in written and oral traditions in
various forms for thousands of years.
7. Applicant has not sought to add any distinguishing elements to the name “Rapunzel” in
the way it did with its “ZOMBIE RAPUNZEL” mark, Reg. No. 5027339.
8. Applicant’s mark fails to function as a trademark under Sections 1, 2 and 45 of the
Trademark Act (15 U.S.C. §§1051, 1052 and 1127), as it is purely informational and highly
descriptive, and a generic descriptor of Applicant’s goods. Additionally, Applicant’s mark is
merely informational under section 2(e)(1) of the Trademark Act (15 U.S.C.§1052(e)(1)) in that it
merely describes and names a well-known fictional character. In that sense, the “mark conveys an
immediate idea of an ingredient, quality, characteristic, feature, function, purpose or use of the
goods.” TMEP §1209.01(b). The public knows Rapunzel as the character name of a fictional fairy
tale character, not as a source indicator. Trademark protection may be precluded in those instances
where the proposed mark does not function as a source indicator. In the case of Rapunzel,
consumers are accustomed to encountering the name in an associational or informational manner
unconnected with any goods/services. Here, Applicant is attempting to snatch the name Rapunzel
out of the public domain, which would prevent others from referring to their Rapunzel dolls,
characters and toy figures by their true name -- Rapunzel. As a result, the Board should deny
registration of the opposed mark under Section 2(e)(1) of the Trademark Act (15 U.S.C.
§1052(e)(1)) as well as Sections 1 and 45 of the Trademark Act (15 U.S.C. §§1051 and 1127) as
being generic and failing to function as a trademark and for fraud in the application.
9. Fairy tale characters, including Rapunzel, are typically represented as dolls or television or
movie character. See Susan Brewer, Famous Character Dolls, Chapter 3 –Dolls Representing
Characters in Fairy Tales and Nursery Rhymes, p. 36 (Pen & Sword Books, Ltd 2013)(Fairy-tale
dolls are also popular with designers and manufactures); see also Realms of Gold, Inc.: Stuffed
Animal Repair and Fairy Tale Dolls, available online at https://realmsofgold.com/fairy-tale-dolls/,
(stating that you can find dolls on their website in two ways: (1) by the story that inspired them or

(2) alphabetical by character name). EXHIBIT X; see also Realms of gold, Inc.: German Fairy
Tales of the Brothers Grimm (showing a link identified as “Rapunzel.” Upon clicking the link one
is taken to a page that says “Rapunzel is a traditional doll based on a fairy tale from the Brothers
Grimm. She is available with normal legs, or with velcro (sic) pouch legs for hiding secrets. She
is approximately 15″ tall and is shown with pouch legs and a velvet dress. Part of her hair is a thin
braid which wraps around her head, or can be “let down.” She comes with her story in a small,
handmade book.”). EXHIBIT Y.
10. Numerous vendors of dolls refer to a category of dolls as Rapunzel:
a. ShopDisney.com is, inter alia, an internet business selling a doll with long
blonde hair and referring to the doll as a Rapunzel Doll. Exhibit D and E.
b. Target.com is, inter alia, an internet business selling a doll with long blonde
hair and referring to the doll as a Rapunzel Doll. Exhibit F and G.
c. Amazon.com is, inter alia, an internet business selling a doll with long blonde
hair made by Disney. Amazon.com refers to the doll as a Rapunzel Doll.
Exhibit H.
d. Amazon.com as referred to in Paragraph (c) also sells a doll identified as
“Barbie as Princess Rapunzel African American” Exhibit I.
e. Ebay.com is, inter alia, an internet platform where consumers can buy and
sell goods. Ebay.com is selling dolls with long blonde hair referring to them
as Rapunzel dolls. Exhibit J.
f. Ebay.com as referred to in Paragraph (e) is also selling a doll identified as
“Barbie Doll Rapunzel Cut and Style 2008.” Exhibit J.
g. Argos.co.uk is, inter alia, an internet business selling a doll with long blonde
hair and referring to the doll as a Rapunzel Doll. Exhibit K.
h. Ebay.com is, inter alia, an internet platform where consumers can buy and
sell goods. Ebay.com is selling Rapunzel dolls dating back to 1997. Exhibit
Q.
i. Etsy.com is an internet platform where consumers can buy and sell goods.
One Etsy listing describes a doll as “African Princess Rapunzel Doll.” Exhibit
W.
11. Dictionary definitions, databases, websites and online publications, including video,
defining Rapunzel as the name of a known fairy tale character and embodied as a doll:
a.
Wikipedia.org is, inter alia, a web based encyclopedia and refers to Rapunzel as a
German fairy tale with long blonde hair. Exhibit L.
b.
Dictionary.com is, inter alia, a web based dictionary that refers to Rapunzel as a
German fairy tale about a young woman with long hair. Exhibit M.
c.
USAToday.com is, inter alia, an online newspaper. An article by usatoday.com is
written about Disney’s top 15 toys of 2018. One gift included in the top 15 is the Disney

d.

e.

f.
g.
h.

i.
j.

Princess Gift Set. One doll included in this set is the Rapunzel doll. Exhibit N.
Trendhunter.com is, inter alia, an online community for trend hunting and innovation.
An article by trednhunter.com is written about the dozens of Rapunzel dolls that have
been released over the years. Exhibit O.
Today.com is, inter alia, an online forum providing news stories and videos. An article
by Today.com is written about the hottest holiday toys. One toy included in this article
is the Rapunzel doll. Exhibit P.
Pinterest.com is, inter alia, a social media web company. Pinterest.com lists items
similar to a vintage Rapunzel doll from the 1960s. Exhibit R.
Gumtree.com is, inter alia, a British online advertisement and community website.
Gumtree.com lists collectable Rapunzel dolls. Exhibit S and T.
Buzzfeed.com is, inter alia, an online media and news company. Buzzfeed.com
includes the Rapunzel Barbie in an article about dolls from the 80s and 90s that are
worth a fortune now. Exhibit U.
Picclick.com is, inter alia, an online site that allows consumers to browse ebay.com.
Picclick.com lists a vintage Rapunzel doll from the 1970s. Exhibit V.
Exhibit Z includes miscellaneous references to Rapunzel as a category of dolls:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_FhfPT6ce0 “Mila loves her Rapunzel”
b. Excerpts from The Barbie Thang, available online at
https://www.berkeleyparentsnetwork.org/advice/playing/barbiethang
c. http://www.raisingmyboys.net/2013/10/ (“I’m hoping to find a Rapunzel for
me.”).

12. As a result of the widespread use of the word Rapunzel in connection fairy tale princess
dolls, the name Rapunzel is the name consumers have come to know and use to identify this
category of dolls known simply as Rapunzel or Rapunzel dolls.
13. Applicant’s attempted registration of RAPUNZEL is not the case of calling a rose by
another name and it still smelling as sweet. The name Rapunzel is the generic name for dolls
personifying the fairytale character, particularly a princess with inordinately long hair. When the
use of a would-be trademark falls within the “heartland” of its common usage, the would-be mark
fails to function as a trademark. TMEP §1209.01(c).
14. If Applicant’s registration issues, consumers would face mislabeled Rapunzel goods or
have to suffer through ambiguous descriptions such as “the maiden in the tower” to find Rapunzel
merchandise. As a result, the Board should deny registration of the opposed mark under Sections
1, 2, and 45 (15 U.S.C. §§1051, 1052 and 1127) as being the generic identifier of a fictional fairy
tale character that fails to distinguish the goods of the Applicant from the goods of others.
15. Applicant’s mark is also functional under section 2(e)(5) of the Trademark Act

(15 U.S.C. §1052(e)(5)) in that it would give Applicant a competitive advantage over other doll
makers. Like a color-coding on a pill, or the phrase “Merry Christmas” on wrapping paper, the
name Rapunzel on a doll makes that doll better than other dolls by giving consumers important
information about how to use the product—here, about the possibilities for play with the doll
engaging with the well-known fairy tale as a built-in “back story” for the character. TMEP
§1202.02(a)(vi). The name Rapunzel is the only moniker by which the well-known fictional
character can be identified. Rapunzel functionally identifies the fictional fairy tale character
Rapunzel. There is no other practicable way to identify the character. As evidence of the
competitive need to use the name, others in the toy industry have used and continue to use the
name Rapunzel to identify their Rapunzel character dolls. See Exhibit A.1
16. Opposer, Rebecca Curtin, is a professor of law teaching trademark law, and is also a
consumer who participates amongst other consumers in the marketplace for dolls and toy figures
of fairytale characters, including Rapunzel. Opposer is a mother of a young girl who has purchased
and continues to purchase dolls, including fairy tale dolls. As such, Opposer has a legitimate
interest in the outcome of this proceeding. By allowing an individual private company to trademark
the name of a famous fairy tale character in the public domain, Opposer and other consumers will
be denied access to healthy marketplace competition for products that represent the well-known
fictional character. Opposer and other consumers will also likely face an increased cost of goods
associated with Rapunzel merchandise, given the lack of competition. Opposer believes that a
trademark registration in the fairy tale character’s name for dolls could chill the creation of new
dolls and toys by fans of the fairy tale, crowding out the substantial social benefit of having diverse
interpreters of the fairy tale’s legacy. Opposer and other consumers will also be denied access to
classic, already existing, Rapunzel merchandise whose sale may be precluded if Applicant receives
a registration for the name “Rapunzel.”
17. Further, Opposer is a member of a community of purchasers of fairy tale dolls and toys
that will be similarly damaged by registration of the subject application. Opposer believes that this
community includes hundreds of people who purchase fairy tale dolls and toys that will potentially
be damaged if the subject mark is registered. Opposer has documented contact with several
organizations and interest groups which have expressed their belief that allowing the subject mark
to be registered would cause damage. Opposer has also obtained more than 171 petition signatures
from other individual consumers who share Opposer’s belief, with 157 of those petition signers
residing in the United States. See Exhibit B attached hereto. A number of the signatures include a
statement about the damage that would result from allowing the subject mark to be registered, such
as the following:

1

We understand that the Board in its ruling of December 28, 2018, dismissed the functionality claim under 2(e)(5)
with prejudice; however, to preserve the right to appeal at a later date the dismissal the 2(e)(5) issue as set forth in
the First Amended Notice of Opposition, the claim under 2(e)(5) is included the Second Amended Complaint. See
TBMP 507.02.

“I think creativity and diversity in toys is critical to the development of children's
imagination. If only one company has the right to make and market toys under the
name Rapunzel, it would limit the diversity of dolls and toys.”
“Over-reaching by one company is not in the interest of consumers generally. It
would also unnecessarily limit the variety, expansion and inclusiveness of a
character and story known to many generations and cultures in ways that may vary
with the passage of time and the evolution of this "timeless" story and character.”
“It was very important to me to have different types of stories and different images
of fairy tale characters to read/show to my two daughters when they were young. It
is critical that different interpretations of these characters and images are available.”
“This is a fairy tale character who's been in the public domain for generations. We
should maintain the ability to create diverse depictions.”
“We have grandchildren who enjoy the traditional stories and we want them to have
the full range of experiences that an open and free market will provide.”
“Toymakers should be able to use age old fairy tale characters without fear of
trademark infringement.”
18. For the reasons described above, Rebecca Curtin has a legitimate real interest in the
outcome of this proceeding and a reasonable basis for her belief in damage.
19. Additionally, upon information and belief, the name “Rapunzel” has been associated
with dolls and toys depicting the well-known fairy tale figure since at least as early as 1890, and
continually since that time.2 Indeed, as demonstrated by the attached declarations from the
Organization of Transformative Works, a non-profit organization that protects and defends
creative works from commercial exploitation and legal challenge, and Jack Zipes, a scholar of
2

See e.g., https://www.rubylane.com/item/1476300-219/Amazing-antique-french-all-bisque-musical?search=1,
https://www.etsy.com/listing/577372471/vintage-1950s-jigsaw-puzzles-setof?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=vintage&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_search_query=rapunzel&ref=sr_
gal lery-2-44, https://www.etsy.com/listing/235827439/vintage-rapunzel-doll-rare-1960s-hong?ref=related-0,
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Vintage-1968-Matel-Storybook-Kiddles-Sweethearts-Rapunzel-w-All-PiecesGood/192576414694?hash=item2cd672e3e6:g:DnQAAOSwIrVbLHi4, https://www.rubylane.com/item/161143A5419/Cybis-x22Rapunzelx22-Pink-Closed-Ltd-Edition?search=1, https://www.ebay.com/itm/Effanbee-DollRapunzel-Vintage-1975-11-1199-Original-Box/173349313246?hash=item285c6c9ade:g:ofQAAOSwqHdaxVrv,
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Barbie-As-Rapunzel-Doll-New-in-Box-1994-Children-s-CollectorSeries/312163540644?hash=item48ae659ea4:g:WvsAAOSwdxZbJSgK

fairy tales and former professor, the RAPUNZEL name has existed in the public domain as a
generic descriptor of a specific fairy tale princess (including on toys and dolls) for numerous
decades. See Exhibit C, attached hereto.
20. On November 20, 2017, in connection with the trademark application for the mark
RAPUNZEL, Applicant made a sworn statement that Applicant made its first use of the mark at
least as early as August 2017, and that “to the best of the signatory’s knowledge and belief, no
other persons, except, if applicable, concurrent users, have the right to use the mark in commerce,
either in the identical form or in such near resemblance as to be likely, when used on or in
connection with the goods/services of such other persons, to cause confusion or mistake, or to
deceive.”
21. As demonstrated herein, third parties have made use of the mark RAPUNZEL in
connection with dolls and toy figures, and those rights to use the mark Rapunzel in connection
with dolls and toy figures are superior to Applicant’s rights in the mark.
22. Upon information and belief, Applicant knew that these third parties had rights in the
mark superior to Applicant’s, and either believed that a likelihood of confusion would result from
Applicant’s use of its mark or had no reasonable basis for believing otherwise.
23. Applicant, in failing to disclose these facts to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
intended to procure a registration to which it was not entitled.
24. As a direct result of Applicant’s action listed above, Applicant has committed fraud
on the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

WHEREFORE, the Opposer, Rebecca Curtin, prays that said application Serial No.
87690863 be rejected, and that no registration be issued thereon to the Applicant, United
Trademark Holdings, Inc. and that this opposition be sustained in favor of the Opposer.

Respectfully submitted,
Loletta Darden TMCP-SUF
Professor and Director, Suffolk University
Intellectual Property & Entrepreneurship Clinic
120 Tremont St, Boston, MA 02108
ldarden@suffolk.edu

Benjamin Virgin, LT-5,884
Christopher LeBlanc, LT-5,882
SJC Rule 3:03 Student Attorneys
Suffolk University Law School
Intellectual Property & Entrepreneurship Clinic
120 Tremont St
Boston, MA 02108
John C. Stringham, Reg. No. 40,831
Matthew A. Barlow
WORKMAN | NYDEGGER
60 East South Temple, Suite 1000
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone: (801) 533-9800
Fax: (801) 328-1707
jstringham@wnlaw.com
mbarlow@wnlaw.com
Attorneys for Opposer, Rebecca Curtin
January 22, 2019

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Loletta Darden, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Second Amended
Notice of Opposition was served on counsel for Applicant at the following address:
Erik M. Pelton
Erik M. Pelton & Associates, PLLC
PO Box 100637
Arlington, Virginia 22210
Executed on January 22, 2019 at Boston, Massachusetts

//Loletta Darden/
Loletta Darden TMCP-SUF
Attorney for Opposer
Professor and Director
Suffolk University Intellectual Property and
Entrepreneurship Clinic
120 Tremont St
Boston, MA 02108
ldarden@suffolk.edu
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EXHIBIT M

EXHIBIT N

EXHIBIT O

EXHIBIT P

EXHIBIT Q

EXHIBIT R

EXHIBIT S

EXHIBIT T

EXHIBIT U

EXHIBIT V

EXHIBIT W

EXHIBIT X

EXHIBIT Y

EXHIBIT Z
1. Excerpts from The Barbie Thang, available online at
https://www.berkeleyparentsnetwork.org/advice/playing/barbiethang
Excerpt 1- My 4-year-old really wants a Barbie
Nov 2002
My 4 y.o. daughter told me the other day that she really wanted a Barbie Rapunzel. She happened
to see it in Target and advertised in the paper. Up until now, we have been a Barbie-free household
because quite frankly, Barbies drive me crazy (the whole thing about it being a false ideal of a
woman, the high heels, etc.). And I would prefer to remain that way. But my daughter is now getting
into the ''pretty'' thing. This includes other ''princesses'', all Disney of course. And this is WITHOUT
us owning a single video and without her having seen most of those types of movies ever. She must
pick it up from preschool or something.
ANYWAY, I know some of this is developmental. But I'd really love to get some thoughtful insights
and advice from people who have gone through this with their daughters and how they came to
decide Barbie or no Barbies. Dont' just tell me to ''chill'' because that will not be helpful to me. In the
end, I just may end up ''chillin''', but right now, I'm looking for some good guidance so I can make up
my own mind! Thanks a lot. Hilary
Excerpt 2
Our daughter, almost 4, wanted a Barbie car (VW). Of course, that made her want the ''girls'' who go
in the car. We got her the camping Barbie set, with tent, 3 dolls, and camping clothes. There are no
high heels, and she loves putting them to sleep in the sleeping bags. With what they are wearing, I
would expect them to get some mosquito bites. Now, she also wants a Rapunzel. I decided not to
worry about it. My dad wouldn't allow me to have Barbies, because of the whole body image thing,
when I was young. When my older cousin finally gave me hers, I was too old to play with them any
more. I still resent it, as I felt very left out playing with the other kids, and being the only one without
a Barbie to bring along. When they get a little older, we can indoctrinate them about how false the
commercial images are, etc. Good luck. Barbie Tolerant Mom
Excerpt 3
Our daughter is only 7 mo. old, but we have already had to come up with a humorous approach to
''The Barbie Thang''. When my daughter was born, my mother-in-law bought her a Princess Bride
Barbie - complete with a magic mirror so Barbie can gaze at Prince Ken as she waits for him to
rescue her. I was horrified such an ultra-passive display of feminity ... but my husband came to the
rescue. He bought a Barbie-style doll named ''Jade'' - an African-American doll with very short hair and dressed her up in some old GI Joe clothes. So now we have ''GI Jade''!
Of course, you may not think that an Army Barbie is appropriate either, but the point is that my
husband has decided for every pretty and passive Barbie figure she receives/demands, he will also
find her a strong professional Barbie, preferably non- white. Barbie has dabbled in a surprising
number of professions, including astronaut, pediatrician, race car driver, art teacher, basketball
player, and olympic gymnast. We will give her Rapunzel if she wants it, but at the same time she'll
be getting ''Spanish Teacher Barbie'' - Latina model. Who she plays with is totally up to her. -PJ

2. http://www.raisingmyboys.net/2013/10/

